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Marching Band revives—p. 13
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E d ito r’s
n o te
With this October issue, in this
bright autumn season, I say goodbye
to Profiles, this University, many fine
co-workers and you, the reader.
As of Oct. 1, I have become
Communications Officer for the
Missoula Elementary School District,
after 11 autumns at UM — seven as
an employee.
My years here have been a pleasure
because working at a university
offers opportunities few other
employers can. The University of
Montana has allowed me to continue
my college education. Through inter
views with professors and their
student assistants, 1 have learned
how waste wood can be converted to
valuable chemicals, how a scanning
electron microscope works, how
biofeedback helps people with speech
and hearing problems, how Indians
of the Great Plains kept track of
their history, how to excavate a
historical site and much, much more.
I've tried to bring that special
university quality to you by writing
about what I've learned and hiring
talented writers to do the same. Our
work has paid off in one respect. Last
year we won a national writing
award from the Council for the
Advancement and Support of Educa
tion.
But perhaps the most gratifying
reward has been the many letters
from you who value a liberal arts
education and want to keep informed
about the quality work being done at
your alma mater.
Thank you.
Judy Scott Hensel
Journalism '72
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Two receive award
for excellence
Shelley Hopkins and Sherrie Syverson,
UM seniors from Missoula, have been named
winners of the Alumni Association Award of
Excellence.
Each received a $250 award from the
Association for excelling beyond her
academic pursuits and for achievements and
service judged to be a credit to the student
body, the University and the state.
Hopkins was appointed in March by the
governor to the Montana Board of Regents.
She was a legislative-lobbying intern for the
1979 legislative session. She is on the
Associated Students of UM Advisory Com
mittee, on the University Teachers' Union
Contract Negoatiations, the UM Academic
Standards and Curriculum Review Com
mittee and the UM Admissions and
Graduations Subcommittee.
Hopkins has maintained a 4.0 (A) gradepoint average in her majors, political science
and interpersonal communication.
Syverson, also an honor student, is a
history major. She is a member o f UM
Advocates, Phi Alpha Theta history
honorary, and'the Lutheran Campus Board.
She has been active in Spurs, a sophomore

service organization, and has worked on
fund-raising projects for m uscular ,
dystrophy, 'multiple sclerosis and other
causes.

Honors program
begins this fall
Outstanding high school graduates have
the opportunity to participate in a program
initiated this fall by the College of Arts and
Sciences.
Richard Walton of the philosophy
department, a spokesman for the faculty
committee that developed the Experimental
Honors Program, said that students accepted
will work closely with the University faculty
members, enroll in special classes and take
part in special activities.
The first group of freshmen admitted will
be involved in the building of the program in
coming years, he said.
Invitations have been sent to recipients of
scholarships awarded at UM Days and to
those with high scores on the American
College Testing Service test. However, all
students who think they would benefit from
the program are welcome to apply.
Interested students should write for
information about the program to: The
Experimental Honors Program, Office of the
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Montana, Missoula, Montana
59812.

Sagebrush study
funded by NSF
The University of Montana has received a
grant of $83,521 from the National Science
Foundation to study the possibility of
utilizing the natural chemicals in a common
western shrub.
Fred Shafizadeh, director of the UM Wood
Chemistry Laboratory, will direct the twoyear project entitled "Investigation of
Sagebrush as a Major Source of Biological
Materials."
Shafizadeh said that sagebrush is one of
the most important shrubs on the western
rangelands, covering millions of acres in 11
states. Although these plants have some
natural value as food and habitat for wildlife,
they have never been of much use to man
and domestic animals. However, sagebrush
is a renewable resource that might be
developed into usable materials through
research.
The leaves of sagebrush plants are rich in
protein and other natural chemicals. Some of
these chemicals are physiologically active
and might be used as natural biodegradable
insecticides and herbicides, whereas the
protein could be used as an animal feed.
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UM enters
the space age
by Maribeth Dwyer
University of Montana radio station
KUFM, which serves ail Western Montana,
became the first station in the state able to
receive network transmissions by satellite
when its newly installed satellite receiver
dish began operating this fall.
The device is located on the southeast
corner of the campus, near the Science
Complex and within 1,000 feet of KUFM,
which is in the Journalism Building.
Since the dish only receives microwave
transmissions and does not send them, it
presents no hazard to health and will not
interfere with chemistry or physics ex
periments going on in nearby buildings,
according to Thomas McGinley, chief
engineer and technical director of KUFM.
The cost of the $28,000 dish was born by
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB), which operates the Public Broad
casting System (PBS) television network and
the National Public Radio (NPR) network.
The only expense for the University is
about $300 for providing AC power to the
site.
The connection was made this fall by a
team from Rockwell International, a Dallas,
Tex., firm contracted by CPB to install
receiver dishes throughout the NPR
network. The entire network will be con
verted to satellite transmission by next year,
McGinley said.
Acting as an electronic sponge, the
receiver dish picks up microwave
transmissions from the Westar satellite,
leased by CPB from Western Union. The dish
can receive several channels but, because
KUFM is an NPR affiliate, an electronic box
attached to the dish will select just the four
NPR channels.
The only use of the dish now will be to
receive the NPR channels, but it has the
potential for other uses, according to
McGinley. For example, he said, in the future
it could receive information sent from
government and educational agencies that
would be useful to the UM library and
academic departments.
When all the NPR stations have receiving
dishes, KUFM will be able to get programs
directly from such cities as Seattle, Portland
and Denver as well as from the network
headquarters in Washington, D. C.
Because the use of satellite rather than
terrestrial, or land-line, transmission results
in long-term cost savings and vastly better
sound quality, he predicts that within 20
years all the networks will be using satellite
transmission.
October 1979

Thomas McGinley, chiefengineerfor University of Montana
radio KUFM, inspects the station’ new satellite receiver dish,
which began receiving network microwave transmissions this
fall. ■
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John La wry: Achieving hum anity
by Sally Thane Christensen
I f ' you've lived in Missoula anytime
during the past 18 years, you may have
seen him whizzing across campus on a red
Schwinn bicycle, eyes straight ahead,
brown hair tossed wildly in the wind. Or
perhaps you've seen him jogging intently
around Campus Drive, crossing the Clark
Fork on the old Van Buren street bridge,
circling the lower Rattlesnake through
Greenough Park.
You may even have taken a philosophy
class from him, or heard him speak at the
University on such diverse subjects • as
"Does Liberalism Doom Society?" or "Do
Women Get a Fair Break at UM?" ■
Wherever you encounter John Lawry,
one thing is certain. You remember him.
Lawry is one of those rare individuals who
makes a distinct and memorable impression
on those he encounters.
Piercing blue eyes and a boyish, ex
pressive face belie the fact that John Lawry
is 57 years old. He is spare of frame, kept
supple by jogging 20 to 25 miles a week and
by bicycling wherever he goes. In winter,
when the snow is piled too high to ride
from his rambling old home on Blaine
street the mile or so to the University, he
walks. Some days, the Hellgate winds blow
so hard that his eyelids freeze shut.
Lawry does own a car — a 1953
Studebaker, which he reverently refers to
as "the old girl." She is driven only when
traveling long distances or to pick up large
loads. Not that Lawry disdains cars. It's just
that he'd rather walk, or ride his bicycle.
His family has never owned a television
set. Lawry isn't philosophically opposed to
television; he fears it. "I'm afraid that if I
owned one, I would become obsessed with
it," he admits.
Lawry speaks with pride of his wife of 31
years, Eleanor, whose frugal spending
habits enabled the family (they have three
children) to spend a year in Paris in 196869. While there, Lawry wrote an un
published book titled On Dieiy, which he
describes as "an attempt to understand
what the philosophers had to say about
religious knowledge."
As a teacher of philosophy at the
University of Montana for 18 years, Lawry
has encountered and influenced thousands
of students. In courses as far ranging as
"Logic," "The History of Medieval and
Renaissance Philosophy" and "Topics in
the Philosophy of Art and Religion," he has
opened the minds of the world's greatest
thinkers to the scrutiny of his students.
Introducing the ideas of Plato, Aristotle,
Homer, Dante, Jesus Christ, Marcus
Aurelius and many others, Lawry
translates ponderous philosophical thought
into terms his students can understand.
But why study philosophy? To better
understand the "human experience."
4

Borrowing from Marcel Proust, Lawry
cpntends that one doesn't truly understand
the meaning or depth of an experience
while it is happening. It takes what Proust
calls "recherche," a "rehabitation of the
past in such a way that one comes to see
the force of it," to understand life, Lawry
says.
"Without an education that opens your
eyes to that sense of 'recherche,' you will
just move through time and be erased by
it," he continues.
And by coming to understand the power
of all that went into the making of the
philosophers' lives, he says, we come to
understand the power of our own lives.
"Just imagine the immense opening for an
American to learn of what it was like to be
a Greek hero, an Odysseus, to read
Homer's epics," the professor explains.

John Lawry
Lawry's passion for philosophy is evident
in the rising pitch of his voice, the excited
rush of words that attem pt to convey his
feelings. Brushing an errant strand of his
perpetually unkempt hair aside, he speaks
intently, seemingly oblivious to anything
but the flow of his thoughts. Yet the gentle
thud of a small bird striking his office
window brings him leaping to his feet,
anxious and concerned. Muttering, he
switches on a light to prevent another such
misfortune.
The incident reflects a basic tenet of the
philosophy professor's character: concern.
Q uarter after quarter during registration.

Lawry can be found at the general advisers'
table, dispensing academic advice, listening
to problems and solving registration hassles
for confused students from all disciplines.
Lawry relishes registration duty. It is
imperative, he feels, that students get
sound and reliable academic advice from
the beginning of their college careers. If
students are directed to courses that are
challenging and stimulating, they are likely
to stay in school, he feels. However,
students who do not receive academic
advice often enroll in courses that do not
complement their abilities or interests. As a
result, some drop out. Lawry wants to
ensure that as many students as possible
stay in school.
Today, when increasing emphasis has
been placed on H-I-R-E education, many
question the value of a liberal arts degree.
To Lawry, however, the value of a broad,
general education is immeasurable. Many
of us, he explains, spend our lives trying to
understand the value of human life.
"Though a liberal arts education can't teach
you that value," he says, "it can expose you
to what has been the most powerful sense
of human life.
"We don't come into the world as human
beings, we achieve humanity," he continues.
"In achieving humanity, one has to rework
the human experience of the past and bring
it to bear on the present."
Education is not Lawry's only concern.
During the 1960s, he was involved in the
anti-war movement and in attempts to
"turn the McCarthy movement around."
An active supporter of organized labor, he
became involved in the University
Teachers' Union, and was president of that
organization from 1972-74. Lawry also has
been a vocal champion of the women's
rights movement. He was instrumental in
recognizing discriminatory practices in the
employment of women a! the University of
Montana. He is a man who refers to "the
opening of the world for women" as "the
greatest thing that's happened since World
War II."
Born in Seattle in 1922, Lawry moved
with his family to Palo Alto, Calif., at an
early age. As a child his main interest was
in the theater. Palo Alto had the first taxsupported theater in America, which
enabled Lawry to "make a public display" of
himself, playing Long John Silver in
"Treasure Island'' and Captain Hook in
"Peter Pan."
He attended high school in Palo Alto and
went on to Stanford University, where he
received a degree in English and Classics in
1943. A member of the Naval Reserve in
college, Lawry was allowed to graduate
early in order to be activated into the Navy
during World War II. He served on the
U .S.S . Bataan with the carrier task forces
in the Pacific, and received training as a
bomb disposal officer. At the end of the
war he was sent into Japan to ensure that
the Japanese midget submarines had been
disarmed.
continued on next page
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While in the Navy, Lawry decided to
study philosophy upon his discharge. After
the war he entered graduate school at
Harvard University, for a time supplemen
ting his income by working as a Fuller
Brush man. On Dec. 20, 1948 he married
Eleanor Ruth Yost, who at 22 had achieved
a Ph.D. in physics.
Lawry continued as a teaching fellow at
Harvard, earning a master's degree from
that institution in 1953. He later taught at
the College of the Pacific in Stockton,
Calif., and at Portland State University. In
1960 he was awarded a Ph.D. in philosophy
from Harvard.
Lawry was urged to come to the Univer
sity of Montana in 1961 by his friend
Henry Bugbee, a member of the UM
Philosophy Department whom Lawry had
met at Harvard. Lawry applied for a teaching
position at UM, was accepted, and has been
here since that time.
In 1972, Lawry was awarded the Stan
dard Oil Good Teaching Award for
"superior teaching at the undergraduate
level."
What has kept the acclaimed scholar at
the University of Montana for 18 years?
First, he feels that Missoula was a good
place for his children to grow up. Son Ted,
26, is completing his Ph.D. in nuclear
physics at the University of California at
Berkeley. Daughter Liz, 21, graduated last
spring from Harvard with a degree in the
literature and history of the middle ages.
And daughter Polly, 20, is attending
Oberlin College.
Another reason Lawry stayed in Mis
soula is his colleagues in the philosophy
department, whom he calls "fine people and
fine friends."
But perhaps most important, Lawry
stayed because of the "spirit" of the
University. "There was quite a challenge
here, particularly during the 60s," he says.
"The academic community was a spirited
one that would not stand for being abus
ed."
For the last several years, Lawry has
been pursuing an ongoing interest in the
Bible. He studied Hebrew to read the Old
Testament in the original, and hopes to
come to an understanding of what is "the
holy, the sacred" in the Bible. The
professor feels that part of the problems
facing America today are in one sense
religious, in that many people have lost
moral direction.
"I don't think Americans are crude
materialists," he emphasizes. "But we are
unclear about what the world is like, about
what truths there are, and that has an
effect all the way through society."'
What single message would Lawry most
desire to impress upon his students? Every
person, he says, should live a noble life, a
life in which one sets standards for oneself,
and does not compromise those standards.
As a philosopher, an activist and a
concerned human being, John Lawry clearly
lives what he teaches.
O ctober 1979
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addition of four top recruits should give us
the outside scoring punch we need.
"We expect a big year from Strodes
(Stroeder), and Larsen should give us good
depth," he said.
According to Montgomery, Weber State
will be the Big Sky team to beat, with six
clubs, including UM, battling it out for the
remaining three playoff berths.

Griz quicker,
more experienced
by Dave Guffey
Sports Information Director
Team speed and experience will be the
largest added ingredients to the University
of Montana basketball team in 1979-80.
Second-year coach Mike Montgomery has
six returning lettermen, including three
double-letter winners and one three-year
letterman.
Returning for UM is 6-10 senior center
John Stroeder, a two-time All-Big Sky
Conference pick. Craig Zanon (6-6) and
Blaine Taylor (6-1) return, as well as Rod
Brandon (6-6), Marty Green (6-9) and Tim
McCauley (6-1). All six saw action last
season, with Stroeder, Zanon and Taylor
starting most of the year.
The same six players had a hand in UM's
fourth place national ranking in scoring
defense. The Grizzlies also set a Big Sky
Conference record in that category.
Redshirts Tim Knight (6-6) and Craig
Larsen (6-11) both figure to see a lot of
playing time. Knight is a junior forward,
while Larsen is a freshman center.
Six recruits, including one junior college
player, constitute a group of potentially
outstanding young basketball players.
"There will be a larger variety of things we
can do because of upgraded team speed and
quickness," Montgomery said. "Well be able
to run the fast break more effectively, we
should be stronger on the offensive boards
and will be able to change defenses often,
forcing the tempo more."
The quickness factor is aided with the
addition of Knight, JC transfer Greg
Crutcher (6-3) from Cincinnati Tech, and
prep recruits Marc Glass (6-2) and Brian
Morris (6-6). Billings is from Tacoma, Wash.,
Glass from Battleground, Wash., and Morris
is from Missoula.
Other additions include Jim Caler (6-6)
from Lakewood, Colo., Dave Johnson (6-11)
from Rowland Heights, Calif., and Derrick
Pope (6-6) from Aurora, Colo. Walk-on
Richie Edwards from Great Falls has also
shown good ability.
"We should be as aggressive and
competitive as any University of Montana
team," Montgomery said. Moving CZ
(Zanon) back to forward, Tim Knight coming
off a redshirt year plus Rod Brandon, should
give us an excellent front line. Marty Green
has also looked good.
"I also expect tremendous improvement in
our guards, after a year of experience," he
said. "Blaine Taylor and Tim McCauley
should have confidence now, plus the

photo by Geoff Sutton

John Stroeder
6-10 Center
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Keep your eyes open
by Maribeth Dwyer
If you habitually have trouble falling
asleep, you have company in your misery. It
is estimated that at least 20 million
Americans are afflicted by some form of
insomnia most of the time. If you are one of
•the unfortunates whose sleepless nights
turn them into daytime zombies, you may
have been tempted to pop a pill as your
passport to dreamland. If yop yielded to that
temptation, you found out that the "solu
tion" only compounded the problem.
In Western cultures insomnia has
traditionally been treated by the use of
hypnotic and sedative drugs — and their use
is on the rise. From 1952 to 1963, retail sales
of these drugs escalated 535 percent. Today,
an estimated 25 to 30 per cent of all
Americans over 40 use hypnotics and
tranquilizers, spending more than $200
million annually on sleep-inducing, prescrip
tion drugs.
Philip Bornstein, a psychologist who
directs pioneering research on insomnia at
the University of Montana, cites studies
showing that the use of these drugs produces
only temporary relief at best. He concedes
that the medication usually improves sleep at
first, "but in a week or two, the subject is
back to baseline, or worse. He has developed
a tolerance for the drug and the next step
may be dependence."
The larger the dosage, the more dependent
the individual becomes. In a few months he
may be taking thousands of milligrams of
medication and still have trouble sleeping.
Abrupt termination of the hypnotic drug
leads to a total inability to sleep in most
persons, so they return to the pills. Then
they experience even more disturbed sleep,
frequent and intense dreams, occasional
nightmares, and frequent waking.
That's the bad news.
The good news is that this vicious cycle can
be broken.
This was demonstrated at UM, one of two
universities in the United States that have
conducted clinical experiments on the
paradoxical-instruction method of treating
sleep-onset insomnia. The other is Temple
University, Philadelphia.
Sleep-onset insomnia, the most common
form of the disorder, is the type in which an
6

abnormal amount of time-elapses between
retiring and falling asleep. Paradoxical
instruction is the giving of seemingly
contradictory orders.
The paradoxical-instruction method is the
most effective nondrug treatm ent for sleeponset insomnia reported in the literature of
the field to date. A drop of 81 per cent in the
time it takes to fall asleep was achieved in
cases treated at UM by this method. This
dramatic result is reported in a doctoral
dissertation project done under Bornstein's
direction by Helmut Relinger.
Relinger's project was a follow-up on a
previous study he had worked on with
Bornstein in which the paradoxicalinstruction method was used successfully to
treat a woman who had suffered from
insomnia for 20 years. The results of
Relinger's doctoral project, which used four
subjects, reinforced the findings of the first
study.
The subjects in both studies were
recruited through radio and television public
service announcem ents because the
researchers wanted to use "hard core"
insomniacs in their experiments rather than
college students with moderate, short-term
sleep problems. All the recruits volunteered
to take part in the studies without pay.
The two men and two women selected for
the second study ranged in age from 19 to 63.
All four suffered from severe, chronic sleeponset insomnia.
The subjects came to the UM Clinical
Psychology Center for 30-minute, individual
sessions for five consecutive days. At these
sessions, they were told that unless they
were able to fall asleep within 30 minutes,
they must try to stay awake all night. Such a
seemingly silly command obviously required
an explanation.
To make this paradoxical instruction
plausible, the researchers told the subjects
that they must stay awake in order to
become aware of the exact thoughts and
feelings that were causing their insomnia.
They were told that once these thoughts and
feelings (cognitions, in the psychologists'
lexicon) had been identified and recorded,
their insomnia could be treated by a
systematic desensitization procedure.
The subjects were told that this procedure

required them to develop neutral images to
replace the disturbing cognitions that'
troubled their sleep. To do this, they were to
imagine doing ordinary household tasks step
by step and to pay close attention to the
neutral feelings that accompanied this
exercise. This would work, they were told,
because people don't get emotional about
sweeping the floor or polishing the silver.
Actually, this elaborate rationale was a
means by which the researchers got the
subjects to stop worrying about their sleep
problems. Worry about getting to sleep
aggravates the problem and establishes what
psychologists refer to as the exacerbation
cycle. This cycle has been posited as the
major contributing factor in sleep-onset
insomnia.
When the subjects tried to stay awake by
thinking about doing workaday chores^and
cultivating awareness of their neutral
feelings about these dull activities, they
began to find it impossible to stay awake.
When they quit fretting about losing sleep,
the exacerbation cycle was broken.
For three weeks before starting treatment
at the clinic, during the week of sessions at
the clinic, and for three months afterward
the subjects recorded on sleep charts such
indicators of their sleep patterns as how long
it took to fall asleep, how many times they
awoke during the night, the total number of
hours slept, the number of dreams they had
and how rested they felt upon awakening.
These sleep charts showed significant
improvement in five of the eight daily sleepchart measures. Follow-up at intervals up to
12 weeks showed that the gains had been
maintained.
Before launching his doctoral project.
Relinger searched the literature for data on
such nondrug strategies tried by insomniacs
as prayer, psychoanalysis, hypnosis, relaxa
tion, systematic desensitization, meditation,
and biofeedback. Some of these have
repeatedly been found to be effective, but
none has produced results as striking as
those achieved at the University of Montana
with the paradoxical-instruction method of
treatment.

Philip Bornstein
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An ancient ideal
takes root
by B ill S tik k er

Despite its staid, aloof image, the universi
ty has through its history been borne and
buffeted by the prevailing winds and sudden
gales of social change.
Universities sprang up in the 12th and
13th centuries in response to the resurgence
of learning that preceded the Renaissance in
Europe. Procedure at early universities was
informal. Students gathered together to
listen to a preeminent teacher. There were
no campuses, buildings or endowments.
Both teachers and students met for one
purpose—to gain and impart knowledge.
This arrangement, in which the teachers
-were usually compensated directly by the
students, was more efficient than private
instruction. Additionally, the student's
source of livelihood did not depend on
holding an advanced degree. The role of the
university was not to train students for an
occupation, but to teach them more about
themselves and their environment.
Now many predominately liberal arts
universities, including the University of
Montana, face financial crises as a greater
portion of students and public funds flow to
institutions providing technical training.
But across the country, students and
educators are worried that if liberal arts
programs are allowed to wither and die, not
only will the traditional aims of the universi
ty be lost, but students may be less able to
adjust to the rapidly-changing world around
them.
*
The problem has faculty members and
administrators shaking their heads, but at
UM, what began as a classroom exercise
could be an important first step toward
resolving the dilemma.
During Winter Quarter 1978, Larry
Dodge, UM faculty affiliate in sociology,
taught a class entitled "American Society."
At that time, the campus was abuzz over the
imminent dismissal of some 60 faculty
members. The dismissals had been mandated
by the 1977 Montana Legislature in response
to declining enrollment at UM.
.The period was one of intense debate.
State legislators argued that the state could
not continue to fund UM programs in the
face of shrinking enrollment. Faculty
members and UM administrators argued in
favor of a broader conception of college
education, one in which the university would
be funded based on its contribution to
society, rather than on fluctuating enrol
lment figures.
Dodge's class was studying governmental
bureaucracy and how grassroots movements
can change policy, and as the students
watched the raging debate, they voted to
take their theories outside the classroom to
find a plan to reconcile the two points of
view.
That was nearly a year-and-a-half ago, but
now the students' work and Dodge's persist
ence may be paying off.«Beginning Fall
October 1979
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Quarter 1979, Dodge hopes to launch the
"Community-University Experimental Ser
ies (CUES), a self-supporting program
whereby students and teachers meet to gain
and impart knowledge in much the same way
as was done in the original universities.
The purpose of the program. Dodge
explained, is to provide an alternative
curriculum that matches the educational
wants and needs of the Missoula community
with the availability of qualified instructors.
The goal of the program is to offer the
classes through the UM Center for Continu
ing Education on a credit option to take the
courses for university credit. Salaries and
fees are negotiable. Dodge said, and no tax
money will be used for instructors' salaries.
Most of the groundwork for the program
has been laid, and it has taken a great deal of
work and persistence.
Beginning in February 1978, members of
Dodge's American Society class positioned
themselves at a variety of public places
around Missoula armed with the "UM
Community Education Survey."
Respondents to the survey were asked
what kinds of classes they'd be interested in
taking, when they'd be able to attend classes
and the amount of credit hours they'd be
willing to take. Among possible courses
listed on the survey were: "Real Estate
Today," "Everyday Legal Problems,"
"Foreign Language for Travelers," "Relating

to Computers," "Wildlife Photography" and
"Small Business Strategies."
Once the surveys were in and the data
compiled, the real work began—of imple
menting the program. After hitting a couple
of procedural snags, several courses were
offered Winter Quarter 1979 under the
program. The classes, which included "Ever
yday Legal Problems," "Women, New Direc
tions" and "Math Anxiety," were successful.
Dodge said, but then the program hit
another snag. Acting Commissioner of
Higher Education George Bandy imposed a
moratorium on credit-option programs.
The moratorium stalled the CUES pro
gram for Spring Quarter 1979, but in April,
the moratorium was lifted. Now, Dodge said,
he hopes to work with Sue Spencer, acting
director of Continuing Education, to "keep
the project rolling" and to work with ASUM
representatives to have a list of courses
available when students register next fall.
Dodge believes that the program provides
a way for the university to develop and
expand without costing the state's taxpayers
a dime. The program combines Proposition
13 concepts on one hand and Free University
concepts on the other.
"It may be idealistic," he said, "but there is
room for idealism. The students are directly
involved in curriculum development, and
that's how a curriculum grows and stays
relevant."
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A w ilderness journal
by Christopher Hayden
Sept. 19. In the woods at last. Quiet after the
drive down, wheeling the big van packed
with students. Then the confusion of sorting
out equipment, donning packs, preparing for
the trail. And I noticed a tendency: As the van
bounced over the dirt road to the trail head,
the students turned inward. The gaiety
subsided, the laughter and jokes and
boasting ceased. I felt it myself. A sort of
apprehension. A reluctance to leave the
warm and known world of paved roads and
machines and daily routine. Though we all
loved the wild, we felt the tugging unease of
leaving the familiar and entering the
comparatively unfamiliar. Ahead of us was a
ten-day trek, a hike of more than 100 miles.
Wilderness. The Unknown. The two are
connected in more ways than we realize.
But now, on this first day, weVe made it to
Eagle point, the first real physical test. The
students are cheerful again, in a reticent
way, having re-established a sense of control
and ability.
We cross a dry ridge from Eagle point, the
day hot and sunny. Brenda and I hike
together, the others will rendezvous with us
later. I notice Brenda tiring, so I show her
how to walk. We take walking for granted,
but in the mountains poor hiking habits take
their toll. She's moving too fast. The
mountaineer's pace is slow and controlled;
rythmic small steps get you to your
destination slower, but they get you there.
Hot day. Thirsty day. Brenda gulps her
water too fast. Later, on a sun-baked ridge,
she's parched and out of water. We cut
downward on the trail. "Let's look for
8

water," I say. Brenda nods and licks her lips.
A few minutes later we come to a Forest
Service sign that says "Water" with an arrow
pointing the way. Brenda and I laugh over
this. We're not in the wilderness yet.
Sept. 20. In the morning the packs are heavy.
They always are the second day. This is law.
The students are quiet, thoughtful —
perhaps a bit stiff from yesterday's workout.
But this is the price that must be paid. You
must work to get in; otherwise you can't
reach wilderness. You can hire a float plane
to drop you in, but then all you have is a
setting Out of context. You have the location,
the geography, but not the experience of
"Wilderness And Civilization" is an
interdisciplinary program focusing on
wilderness in today's world — its
philosophy,
economics,
ecology,
management and literature. The 18credit program is offered every fall
quarter and is sponsored by the
Wilderness Institute.
The program is the only one of its kind
in the country. Academic content is
emphasized, but the course includes a tenday trek into one of the many wilderness
areas that surround the University. The
accompanying journal, written by an
instructor in the program, chronicles a
recent wilderness journey made by the
class.
Information on the "Wilderness and
Civilization" program can be obtained by
writing the Wilderness Institute, School
of Forestry, UM, Missoula, MT 59812

wildness. This is a subtle concept that few
people seem to understand.
We walked over a windbeaten ridge, the
day hot and bright. En route to Dome Shaped
Mountain we passed a natural salt lick.
Mountain goats come here, but we saw none
of them. Instead we met two bowhunters.
Too hot for goats here, said one of the
hunters. Probably they're down in the
woods vThe students examined the hunters
carefully, some approvingly, some reproach
fully. I stalled to give them time. Let the
impressions formulate. We'd talk about it
later, about the place of hunting in the wild,
the place of death and the ensuing cycles.
From experience I knew sentiments would be
adamant on both sides. Nothing can be more
violent than a person opposing violence.
We moved up the dry divide toward
Stoney Lake, the sun hot on our faces. We
sipped water slowly, but soon drank all we
had. (Thus gaining a renewed respect for the
primary elements.) At last the trail cut
downward, and there 800 feet below, lay
Stony Lake, blue, cool looking; cliffs crum
bling along the northern edge, lush woods
crowding the shore. Someone whooped for
joy, and we stumbled down the trail.
Students dropped their packs, stripped, and
dove in. O ther bellied up to the bank and
inhaled the cold water. Oasis.
Sept. 21. From Stony Lake we scrambled
back to the ridge and hiked on. The trail
wound down Crystal Creek, a sinuous
brook that cut through a series of mountain
meadows. We were enchanted by one
meadow, green and lush, sparkling almost,
and we shed our packs there and edged up to
the creek. In an eddy from a cutbank, water
bubbled up from natural springs. We formed
chalices with our hands and dipped into the
cold water. (Heads bowed toward hands, the
water smelling fresh and pure, and tasting
Profiles

even better. Sucking water from my cupped
hands, Jthe stream bubbling before me, the
*feun lighting the grasses — no priest ever felt
more intensely the presence of grace than I,
sipping water from this mountain creek.)
Then we had to cross the pass, which
meant stepping back into civilization, which
meant crossing the *Skalkaho road. We
stopped at a roadside picnic table and ate
lunch. Chain saws buzzed nearby, and cars
and motorhomes lumbered out. One motorhome in particular caught our attention. It
was a huge thing, rectangular, perhaps
twenty feet long, replete with a television
aerial and lettering that said WILDERNESS.
Someone pointed this out, and some stu
dents laughed. Others shook their heads
sadly.
We left the Skalkaho road only to emerge
onto another one several miles later. This
was a narrow, newly-oiled road that wound
into the mountains, toward our next trail
head. We hiked the road for six miles. The
sun baked the oil, and the acrid smell burned
Our nostrils. We plodded up the road, hot,
heads throbbing from the sun and oil smell.
The woods were vibrant, and that was our
saving grace. Dogwoods, alders, willows,
snowberry, ninebark and other shrubs, all
gold and yellow and orange and red. We
watched the colors and strained to shut out
the road and the burning smell.
The road left the bottomlands and climbed
into thick lodgepole forests. It was cooler
here, darker. We camped in a roadside
meadow, exhausted, pensive. Hiking a road
is exhauting. Your feet slap the pavement.
The sun glares off the hard surface.
A student asked in weariness: "When do
we get back to the real wilderness?""Soon," I
said. "Very soon."
Sept. 22. Today we rose early and entered
into what is officially the Sapphire Wilder
ness Study Area. This is country that is being
considered for legal wilderness status. Of all
that we've seen so far, this is the only land
that has a long-term chance of remaining
pristine. The previous acreage is destined for
more intensive logging, roading and develop
ment. I tell this to the students and they are
reflective. Part of the difficulty of the
modern world is the insignificance a lone
person feels, pitted against a mechanized,
regulated society. We claim to hate this
feeling, yet we use it as a sanctuary against
effort, an excuse to do nothing while wars
persist, wildlands dwindle and people starve.
Some of the students, at least, see how they
hold in their hands the power to make
significant changes in the world — changes
we think are beneficial to long-term survival.
If they work to push the Sapphire study area
into wilderness, they are accomplishing
something worthwhile. The future of the
land around us depends on human decision.
We feel deeply our power to make that
human decision a wise one. Not all wildlands
should be converted to official wilderness,
but the Sapphire Study area is one that should
be saved. The group is quiet as each person
turns this over in his mind.
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We stopped at Jerry Lake for lunch, but the
lake is so beautiful, the country so peaceful,
that we decide to camp for the night.
Students sprawl out in the grass, some
writing in journals, others lying in the sun
or reading, or dangling their feet in the lake.
Someone reads out loud a Haiku he has
written, based on the hike in, on a trail
pocked with wildlife tracks and droppings.
The mountain trail is strewn
with innumerable
mysterious scats

Everyone laughs, but there is a second
meaning to the poem that is not intended to
be funny. Another student reads a poem:
Mountains and meadows without end.
The ribs and backbone of the land;
Old burned forests high on the divide
Mosses and saplings shade the brook
Boulders strewn everywhere
and always
the tracks and traces of other beings.

In the academy that might not be good

poetry; in the wild it has a ring and flow that
is pleasing to the mind. The students
applaud. The writer looks down modestly.
I think of another poem, by a real poet, an
ancient Chinese named Han-shan, who
wrote:
Freely drifting, I prowl the woods and streams
And Unger watching things themselves.
Men don't get this far into the mountains.
White clouds gather and biUow.
Thin grass does for a mattress.
The blue sky makes a good quilt.
Happy with a stone underhead
Let heaven and earth go about their changes.

Sept. 23. Dawn. I use my guaranteed get'em-outta-the-sack-this-instant/ trick with
the morning fire. This involves an extra
container of white gas dumped over a heap of
wood. Touch of a match and Bloml. . . heads
pop out of sleeping bags. Exclamations of
'Trying to set the woods on fire?"

But it works, and we've eaten and are on
the trail to Kent Peak, the highest peak in the
Sapphires (8998 if you're counting). For this
we must leave the trail and cross a series of
high meadows, bog-like, rimmed by high
slides of scree and talus. (The long gorge
choked with scree and boulders, the wide
creek, the mist-blurred grass . . . the pine
sings, but there's no wind — again I'm
thinking of Han-Shan and his poetry.)
We make the peak. The view — a huge
circle of peaks and ranges, weaving, rolling,
joining. We can see El Capitan in the
Bitterroots, grand, magnificent, a dappling
of snow on the higher broken rocks. A good
place for sitting, this; for thinking and
watching and collecting power. I hate to
sound mystical, but it's true. The peaks of the
world are places where the earth's power is
tangible, electric. You can charge your
battery here, or better, plug directly into
the flow. We need these peaks. Forever.
Sept. 25. My last entry in the journal. Today
is the big rendezvous at Lake Abundance.
We'll meet with the other groups here and
talk and play and tie up loose ends. Each
group comes in from a different direction,
four groups, one from the east, another from
the west, and the others from the north and
south. This pleases everyone. Both the act
and the symbol seem appropriate.
Nighttime now, after the rendezvous.
From here we head out, back to civilizations.
The rendezvous went well, perfectly even.
We took great joy at meeting each other, a
tribe rejoining in the wilderness. We all share
a common purpose, a common feeling, and
this brings us together in a way seldom
found in the cities. We are all we have at the
moment. Each person is important, wanted,
accepted. We each feed off each other, yet
support each other at the same time. True
community. An extended family. Solitude is
always touted as the main benefit of the
wilderness, but this is only half true. In the
woods you can achieve a wholesome soli
tude, but also a wholesome community.
The group leaders talk to the assembled
students, all gathered around the fires. The
flames throw shadows on the faces, catch
glinting eyes and smiling mouths. Commun
ity again. A sense of pervading love and
goodwill. I relish this feeling that makes my
stomach tighten and sends a shiver through
my body. I want to hold it, savor it, never lose
it. I want to take it back to my daily life in the
city. I want everyone to feel it. We are
connected, each of us, to one another. In the
wilderness we have brought this truth to the
surface. We can see it. One of the instructors
says it nicely: "Wilderness teaches us intima
cy . . . with the land, with each other. It is
not the only teacher, but it's one of the best.
It is not escapism. By being here, by the fire,
with the wind above use and the lake
catching the moonglow, intimate with our
environment, we can also understand what a
valuable edifice our civilization is and could
be. In short, by understanding wilderness,
we improve our understanding of ourselves,
and of our civilization."
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50-year class returns to reminisce
Thirty-eight members of the class of '29 returned to
campus for Homecoming Oct. 12-14. Besides
exchanging old stories and rememberinggood times, the
50-year class joined in special brunches in their honor,
watched the football game, sang on the steps and had
their picture taken. See insert for identification: 1,
Uoyd Whiting; 2, A. L. "Mult" Mowatt; 3, Roger L
Johnston; 4, Ludwig D. Polich; 5, Edward Marsh; 6,
Elmer Luer; 7, Lois Spencer Smith; 8, Louis Heyfron
Stark; 9, Robert J. Clifford; 10, Coi. (Ret.) Claude
Britell; 11, Albert Partoll; 12, Mary Brennan
Harstad; 13, George Huber; 14, Frances Nash
Davis; 17, Col. (Ret.) Thomas C. Davis; 18, Helene
Stocker Burton; 19, Margaret Daly Lockridge; 20,
Virginia Sedman Ronhovde; 21, Dr. Anne C.
Kimball; 22, Donald W. Nelson.
23, Margaret Johnson Chinske; 24, Dorothy
Douglass Hood; 25, Freda Mahlstedt Jones; 26,
Sherman Wertz; 27, Estelle Marcoe McFarland; 28,
Isabel Brown Gans; 29, Gean Wigal Woods; 30,
Emmalou Neffner Baty; 31, Leonard Ashbaugh; 32,
May Campbell Page; 33, Gertrude White Bassett;
34, Dorothy Elliott Hopkins; 35, Frank Brutto; 36,
Sallie Maclay Brutto; 3 7, William L. Dickinson, and
38, Catherine Leary Me Carthy.
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From left: Ossian Me Kenzie, Paul Chumrau,
Ernest Lake, Cindy Jones Forrest, Russell Smith
and Audrey Koehler Peterson.

Allan Nielson

Eight re c e iv e a w a r d s a t H o m e c o m in g
Five alumni received the • Distinguished
Alumnus Award and three, the Young Alumnus
Award from the University of Montana Alumni
Association during Homecoming Oct. 12-14.
The awards were presented at a banquet Oct. 12
at the Edgewater Restaurant. The DAA, begun in
1960, and the YAA, initiated in 1977 to honor
alums 35 or younger, are given annually to former
UM students who have brought honor to the
University and themselves by distinguished
service to the University, state or nation.
The 1979 DAA recipients are Paul Chumrau,
Missoula, president of the First Federal Savings
and Loan Association; Ernest Lake, Laguna Beach,
Calif., professor emeritus of education, California
State University, Fullerton; Ossian MacKenzie,
State College, Pa., dean emeritus of the
Pennsylvania State University College of Business
Administration; Russell Smith, Missoula, senior
U.S. district judge, and the late Danny On,
Kalispell, who was a> U.S. Forest Service
silviculturist and a wildlife photographer.

Danny On
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The YAA recipients are Cindy Jones Forrest,
Milwaukee, Wis., assistant to the director of the
Campus International Program, Marquette
University; Audrey Koehler Peterson, Missoula,
assistant professor of home economics at the UM,
and the late Allan Nielsen, Grizzly basketball star
from Westby. Forrest is a former Missoulian.
The awards to On and Nielsen are the first given
posthumously since the 1964 DAA to Terry
Dillon, a Grizzly football player who became a
defensive halfback for the Minnesota Vikings.
Chumrau, a 1939 graduate in business
administration, is a past president of the UM
Alumni Association and a member of its board of
directors. He has chaired the Alumni
Development Fund Board, has served on the board
of trustees of Missoula County High School, and
has headed United Way and Red Cross fund drives.
Chumrau played UM varsity basketball in 1936,
'37 and '38 and was co-captain of the Grizzly team
in 1937.
Lake, a 1929 UM graduate in education, has
been superintendent of several school districts. He
was founding chairman of the Department of
School Administration-Social Foundations and the
Division of Special Programs in Education at
California State University, Fullerton. In 1966 he
was a member of the White House Conference on
Education. He holds a doctorate in education from
Harvard.
MacKenzie earned a bachelor's degree in
journalism from the UM in 1928, a degree in
economics from Harvard and a law degree from
Fordham. In 1962 he was awarded an LL.D. by
Rider College. He is the co-author of three books
and has participated in White House conferences.
He is a past president of Beta Gamma Sigma
national scholarship honorary for business
administration, of the Middle Atlantic Association
of Colleges of Business Administration and of the
American Association of Collegiate Schools of
Business. He is a former chairman of the Rutgers
Business and Economics Department.
Smith, an honor graduate of the UM law school
in 1931, has sat on district and circuit courts in Los
Angeles, Reno, Seattle, Philadelphia and
Washington, D.C. In 1978, as designated judge in

the District Court for the Northern Mariana
Islands, he set up the new commonwealth court in
Saipan. He also served as judge oh the High Court
of American Samoa in Pago Page. He has taught
law at the UM.
On received a bachelor's degree in forestry from
the UM in 1950 and a master's degree in 1952. He
was a member of the Society of American
Foresters and the Glacier Historical Society. The
nationally recognized floral and wildlife
photographer presented many slide-tape
programs to civic and youth groups throughout
Montana. Born in Red Bluff, Calif., On, 54, was
killed in a skiing accident on Big Mountain near
Whitefish Jan. 21.
The other recipient of a posthumous award,
Nielsen, selected for the YAA, died in Missoula
June 20 from injuries received in a construction
accident near St. Regis. The 22-year-old native of
Westby was the Grizzly basketball team's leading
scorer, co-captain and most valuable player in
1978-79. He ranked 15th on the UM all-time
scoring list with 774 points in four seasons, and he
was a second-team All Big Sky Conference
selection his junior and senior years.
YAA winner Forrest graduated from the UM in
1968 with honors in English and subsequently
taught high school English and anthropology in
Arizona. At Marquette she counsels students
from more than 45 countries and acts as a liaison
between Marquette foreign students and the
M ilwaukee com m unity. She is national
chairwoman of the National Association of
Foreign Student Affairs, and she chairs the
association's Admissions Section for Wisconsin.
Peterson, also a* YAA recipient, graduated in
1967 from the UM with high honors in home
economics and in 1970 received a master's degree
from Pennsylvania State University. She is a
consultant for private business and for the Office
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. She is
a director of the Missoula Credit Counseling
Service, a former manager of consumer affairs for
the Pillsbury Co., and a past president of the
Montana Home Economics Association. She was
the 1978-79 area coordinator for the White House
Conference on Families.
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This page and opposite: Margaret Grant and third
graders create a script for their puppet performers.

A lu m n i P rofile

M argaret Grant le a d s h er classroom te a m sport
by Patricia Stout
A child sits mixing sawdust and wheatpaste and molds it into a puppet's head. He
paints on an expressive face, glues on yarn
hair and fashions a costume from fabric and
buttons. Would you believe this child is
learning to write?
Puppet-making is only one of the creative
ways Margaret Grant teaches her third
graders to write at Lewis and Clark School in
Missoula. And Margaret's successful
methods can soon be viewed by other
teachers throughout the United States and
on public television. Margaret's contribution
to a national writing project, funded by a
National Endowment for the Humanities
grant, was judged to be the most creative
method of teaching writing from more than
100 thirty-minute video tapes submitted by
teachers across the country. As a result,
Margaret and her third graders were filmed
in action this spring.
The classroom bustles with activity.
Children work in pairs, with their writing
partners, inventing puppet characters, fan
tasizing skits and arguing over the logical
sequence of the dialogue. With scissors,
paste and strips of colored paper, the children
create a final script. They paint the backdrop
12

scenery for their play and then retreat to a
quiet corner of the room to rehearse. When
they perform their skit before an audience of
classmates, each child experiences the
rewards of laughter, suspense and delight.
Margaret calls writing "a team sport for
the classroom." The rewards are important.
"Through writing, you are mirroring who
you are. The earlier children experience
success in writing, the greater is the
possibility that they'll continue to see
themselves'as writers and as successful —
feelings that need to be prolonged
throughout their lives."
Margaret's third graders learn self expres
sion and self discovery through many
creative projects. A holiday, such as Christ
mas, supplies a perfect stimulus. *It's almost
Christmastime and I wonder what's happen
ing at the North Pole right now?" The
children hear the clatter and crunch of last
minute demands in Santa's workshop as they
help build a cardboard diorama. They create a
story environment of paint shops, stables
and mail rooms and carve their own applehead elf to place inside the workshop. "If you
lived in this room, what would be your
favorite story to tell? How would you save
the day for Santa?" A classroom of heroes

and heroins read their stories o f courageous
and g a lla n t c a r p e n te r s , to y m a k e r s,
seam stresses and painters to the boos,
hurrahs, applause and exclam ations o f their
classm ates.
M argaret's third graders create and
produce film strips, too. T he children crowd
a ro u n d a ta b le c o n tr ib u tin g th eir
su ggestion s as M argaret show s them h ow to
make th e film strip. "What does this
character from th e m oon look like?" she asks.
T he children interrupt on e another voicing
their ideas. "He has an antenna com ing ou t of
his belly button," one ventures. "No, tw o
antennas," says another. "And w hen he g ets
real fat, h is stom ach bursts open and ou t pop
lots o f little M oonm en." T he children then
work in sm aller groups w riting the dialogue
for th e scenes th ey draw on their ow n film.
Each child also records his story on cassette
tape. Finally, in a room w ith shades drawn
and lights extinguished, the children feel the
excitem en t o f a premier show ing.
M argaret earned her m asters in education
from the U niversity o f M ontana in 1976 and
participated last sum m er in the M ontana
W riting Project. Dick Adler and Bob
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Haasmann, English professors at the Unive’rsity, developed the project, which is one
of nearly 40 writing workshops around the
United States. One of the main purposes of
the project, according to Adler, is to train
leaders and consultants for the Montana
schools from the Montana schools.
As part of the project, teachers present a
workshop in their area of strength, practice
their own writing and then write some more.
Margaret believes that the writing project is
"one of the finest learning experiences I've
had. It was vibrant, alive and a lot of hard
work, but the strain felt good. I could feel
myself growing."
In Margaret's writing class, her third
graders learn more than just how to put
words to paper. They learn that writing is a
positive process, not just an assignment
returned with red marks. The children learn
to develop a commitment to their ex
pressions, to trust in their talents, to share
themselves and to acquire a sense of personal
greatness. They jump in with both feet and
their smiles and laughter indicate how much
fun writing can be. "When thinking and
feeling flow together, the child feels as
though he is learning to live with himself as
an integrated whole person," Margaret said.
"The child senses what the learning process
is because he is an active participant in the
process and feels capable of repeating it in
other life situations."
Practice makes perfect, no matter what the
sport. And the more you enjoy practicing,
the better you perform. Writing is no
exception. Margaret's third graders write
throughout the day — recording their
thoughts in journals, creating science ex
periments and authoring story problems in
mathematics. They work together as a team,
discovering, understanding and growing
through the total creative process of writing.
And it looks like this team is going to be a
winner.

Classnotes
Danielson heads his own law firm and was

20S
JESSIE BIERMAN '21, Hon. Doctor of Science
'67 received a special award from the Montana
Health Assn, for her "lifelong devotion to im
proved health of mothers and children all over the
world." The Montana Medical Assn., as part of its
Centennial Celebration, honored her as one of five
distinguished women physicians chosen to repre
sent all women who have practiced in the state.
DONAL HARRINGTON '28 has traveled to 75
foreign countries and recently visited Korea and
China, *
WALTER DANIELSON J.D. '29 and his wife
received the "Hosts of the Year Award" for 1978
from the Los Angeles Les Dames di Champagne.

30S
COLIN RAFF '35 retired as senior vice president
of Montana Power after 30 years with the utility.
ALEM "BUD" LA BAR '37 was named "Man of
the Year" by Commercial Union Assurance
Companies and given $4,000 to be used for
scholarships to students of his selection.
CHARLES SANDE J.D. '39 has retired as Judge
of the 13th District in Billings. He was appointed
judge in I960.

Homecoming 1979 brought new promise
to an old tradition, however, with the kick
off of a drive to raise money for a new
marching band. Tom Cook, UM's new band
conductor, welcomed former marching band
members back to campus for a reunion and a
chance to practice with the new members.
The return of the marching band is being
supported by gifts to the 1979-80 Excellence
Fund campaign. If you'd like to make this UM
dream a reality, send your check to the
Excellence Fund, University of Montana
Foundation, Missoula, Mont. 59812.

Alum s organize
in Walnut Creek
Marching band revives
The unidentified young men in the cover
photo may be businessmen, teachers or
foresters today, but 10 years ago they spent
their Saturday afternoons marching to the
beat of their "oom pah pahs."
With tubas in tow, strutting down Higgins
Avenue or up and down Dornblaser Field to
the tun of "Up with Montana," they were
part of a legacy that began at the University
of Montana in 1904, when the University
Marching Band began playing for athletic
contests and parades.
In 1914 the band quit playing (perhaps
because many of the musicians were called to
war) but began again in 1918, when the first
R.O.T.C. unit appeared on campus. The
band remained a welcome presence on
campus until 1971, when interest waned and
the UM Marching Band ceased to exist. An
attempt to revive it in 1972. lasted only
through that school year.
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Sweden's vice consul and consul general for 39 1
years before retiring in 1976.

Adele C. Laine '38 has been working with
Montana graduates in the Walnut Creek
area of California to organize an alumni
group. If you live in the region and are
interested in participating in alumni ac
tivities, write to Adele at 279 Las Felicas,
Walnut Creek, Calif. 94597.

Fine A rts grad . . .
If you have graduated from the School of
Fine Arts in art, drama/dance or music,
please send your current address, the degree
and year you received it and your current
employment to:
Kathryn Martin, Dean
School of Fine Arts
University of Montana
Missoula, Montana 59812
The School of Fine Arts wants to update its
alumni records.
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C lassn o tes

40S
JOHN HALLOWELL '42 was named director of
public affairs for the U.S. Department of Energy's
Region VIII, based in Missoula.
C. O. "SCOTTY" MAC LEOD '43 has retired as
coordinator of distributor relations for Continen
tal Oil Co. after more than 33 years of service to
the company.
THOMAS FELT x'45 has joined D. A. Davidson
& Co. as an account executive in the Kalispell
office. He had served previously as chairman of the
board of Dain, Kalman & -Quail and its parent
company Inter Regional Financial Group, Inc. in
Minneapolis.
FRANCES GAU FACEY '46 is a social worker
and coordinator of the Child Sexual Abuse
Treatment Program for the Humboldt County
(Calif.) Welfare Dept.
JERRY SILK '47 has returned to California from
Tokyo, Japan, where he worked for Sears,
Roebuck and Co. as a consultant to Seiyu Stores,
Ltd., a Japanese retailing chain. He now lives in
Hayward, Calif.

50S
BOB BOWKER '50 received $750, which he
presented to the UM pharmacy school, for being a
winner in the 1978 Burroughs Wellcome Phar
macy Education Program. Bowker is a pharmacist
in Wolf Point.
GARY NELSON '51 is director of range
management for the Forest Service's Northern
Region in Missoula. He has worked for the Forest
Service for 32 years.
Col. RAYMOND BERG '52 was awarded the
Legion of M erit upon his retirement from the Air
Force after 26Vi years of active duty. His last duty
station was Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, where
he was Air Force Audit Agency Representative to
the Air Force Logistics Command.

GEORGE STOKES '52, mechanical engineering
technician at the Forest Service Missoula Equip
ment Center, retired in July after 14V4 years of
federal service.
DONALD ORLICH '53, Ed.D. '63, professor of
education at Washington State University, was
awarded a 1979 professional Service Award from
the Washington Association of Supervision and
Curriculum Development.
Cmdr. DONALD SCHAFF '53 was awarded the
Meritorious Service Medal for service as the Naval
Environmental Display Station project officer of
the Fleet Numerical Weather Central, Monterey,
Calif.
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JAMES BURKE '54 is a regional vice president
for the National Association of Relators for 1979.
He also is chairman of the State of Montana
Teachers Retirement System and chairman of the
Livingston School Board.
CHARLES 'TO M " COSTON '55 was appointed
regional forester of the Forest Service's Northern
Region headquarters in Missoula. He- has been
with the Forest Service since 1951.

Alums reunite
after 20 years
After more than 20 years, five former
students of the University gathered in Mis
soula Aug. 3 and 4 for a weekend of reminiscing
and a nostalgic tour of the campus and city.
Including families, 16 people gathered for the
reunion. UM alums present were GEORGE
WEATHERSTON '56, Fargo, N.D.; BOB LEE
'57, Sidney; DWAYNE DAHO x'57^3pokane;
DON CLARK x'57, San Francisco, and JACK
LOW '61, Missoula. All graduated from Sidney
High School during the early 1950s.

WILLIAM MAY '55 was promoted to sales
promotion manager for the Michelin Tire Corp.,
with headquarters in Denver. He has been with
Michelin for 16 years and lives in Boulder, Colo.
C. E. "ED" OVERTURF '55 is New York Area
General Auditor for Exxon Corp. and lives in
Chatham, N. J.
DAVID COLLIER '56, group vice presidentfinance of General Motors and former vice
president and general manager of GM's Buick
Motor Division, received the 1979 Horatio Alger
Awards Committee bronze award for the part he
has played in furthering America's free enterprise
system.
WILLIAM C. ANDERSON JR. '57, sales
manager for Opelika Manufacturing Corp. of Los
Angeles, was selected for inclusion in "Who's Who
in Finance and Industry" and "Who's Who in the
West." He and his wife and son live in Mission
Viejo, Calif.
Msgr. ANTHONY BROWN Ed.D. '58, health
counselor at St. James Community Hospital in
Butte, has attained clinical membership in the
American Association for Marriage and FamilyTherapy.
GEORGE RUFF '59 was promoted to general
manager-business for the Mountain Bell Co. in
Helena.
PHILIP SHELTON '59, professor of biology at
Clinch Valley College, was appointed coordinator
of the Environmental Science Program at the
College, 'which is in Wise, Va.
JUDY STUBBS '59 received a master of educa
tion degree in special education at Tennessee State
University.

60S
Lt*. Col. CLIFTON C. 'TIP" CLARK JR. '60 was

promoted to colonel in the U.S. Air Force. He is
assigned to Holloman Air Force Base in Alamogor
do, N. M., where he is assistant deputy com
mander for operations.

KENNETH MLEKUSH '60 was named presi
dent and chief executive officer 'of Columbia
National Life Insurance Co. in Milwaukee. v
BETTY MALMSTAD '61 is on a year's leave of
absence from her counseling position with
Cypress-Fairbanks School District to be a doctoral
resident at the University of Houston. She will
receive her doctorate next summer.
ZENA BETH MC GLASHAN '61 received a
$5,000 Research Initiation grant from the Pennsylvania State University Academic Research
Committee to begin work on a book about Rheta
Childe Dorr, Progressive Era journalist. She is an
assistant professor in the Penn State School of
Journalism and received her Ph.D. from the
University of Iowa in 1978. Her husband, Harley
Straus, is also on the Penn State faculty. They live
with theirtwo children, Grant and Meg Guenin, in
State College, Pa.
JERRY COLNESS '62 was appointed director of
communications for the National Jewish Hospital
National Asthma Center in Denver. He had been
director of public relations for the American
Sheep Producers Council, Inc.
GARY FISH '62 teaches high school social
studies at the American School in Tokyo, Japan.
LAWRENCE DODGE '64, photographerdesigner and owner of Big Sky Magic Enterprises
of Helmville, was an award winner in the Printing
Industries of America graphic arts competition.
The award was given for a series of postcards
Dodge produced.

Dr. JOANNE HASSING RJTVO '64 is on the
faculty of the psychiatry department at the
University of Colorado. She also is director of the
Psychiatric Clinic and Consultation Service at
Denver General Hospital.
OLIVER SMITH '64 was named president of a
bank in Pend Oreill, Wash. He had been vice
president of the First National Bank of Plains.
THOMAS BRILL '66 was promoted to full
professor of chemistry at the University of
Delaware, Newark.
SHARON CHAMBERS '66, M.S. '69 is assistant
athletic director at Mesa Community College of
Mesa, Ariz. Recently the track and field team she
coaches won first place in the National Junior
College Track and Field Finals.
RUSSELL JENNINGS M.A. '66 was named
manager of employee and management develop
ment training at UNC Nuclear Industries in
Richland, Wash.
JAMES SLOAN '66 is terminal manager for
Consolidated Freightways in Portland, Ore. His
wife, CLAIRE COLLIER x'64, attends Portland
State University.
GARY MORIN '67, M.E. '70, Ed.D. '73 was
honored for his sales accomplishments at at
Jostens national sales meeting in Phoenix. He
works for Jostens, Inc. and lives in Great Falls.
PHILIP DOLBERG '68 was promoted to
manager of a Boise Cascade Building and Services
tore in Fruita, Colo.
HAL KNUDSEN '68, M.A. '69 resigned as
assistant professor of earth science and coor
dinator of the Environmental Science Program at
Lenoir-Rhyne College to join the Mogul Corp. as j
the Enviro-Services Representative for the j
Southeastern United States.
ARVID MOST AD '68 has opened a CPA firm in
Poison.

DAVID REVELL '68 was named a partner in
charge of the Spokane office of Deloitte Haskins &
Sells, an international accounting firm.- He has
been assigned to the Spokane office since 1976,
following eight years in the firm's Seattle office,
CAROLINE FRANCIS '69, M.A. '71 received an
MSW degree from Rutgers, The State University
(of New Jersey).
RONALD HALLACK '69 is an art teacher and
lives in New Castle, Wyo.
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JAMES M C ENANEY '69 is employed as a
personnel specialist for the Bureau of Reclamation
and lives in Boise, Idaho.
ROBERT '69 and PAMELA HALLOCK MUL
LER '69 live in Odessa, Tex., where Robert is a
computer programmer and Pamela is a college
professor.
ELIZABETH SCANLIN '69, J.D. '77 has set up a
general law practice in Red Lodge.
ROSEMARY SMITH '69 is a broadcaster for
KBCS in Bellevue, Wash.

70S
LARRY BURTON '70 and his nine-dog sled
team took a 60-mile trip along the Beartooth trail
from Red Lodge to Cooke City in March. Burton
took the trip to raise money for a work center for
the disabled. He lives in Red Lodge.
PATRICK PRINDLE '70 received a law degree
from Western State University College of Law :n
San Diego in May.
Lt. Col. ROBERT BALDASSANO M.B.A. '71
was appointed commander of the Air Force Plant
Representative Office at Northrop Aircraft Corp.
in Hawthorne, Calif.
PATRICK HEAD '71, M.E. '73 studied educa
tion for six weeks in Oslo, Norway, as part o f an
exchange program and is now enrolled in a
doctoral program at the University of Oregon.
ANITA SCHROEBER LEWIS '71 is controller
and senior vice president of the Allied Bank of
Texas in Houston. She has been with the bank
since 1972.
ROBERT LOCHMILLER '71 and NANCY
ZIMMERMAN LOCHMILLER '71 live in
Spokane, where Bob is a supervisor with the
international accounting firm of Coopers and
Lybrand.
JOE KELLER '71 was promoted to area manager
for eastern Oregon for the Vernon Company. He
is an advertising consultant. He and his wife,
SHEILA KELLER '70, live in Mica, Wash., with
their two children.
RON STELLINGWERF '71 is the district ranger
in Lemmon, S.D. He and his wife, KATHY
ECKROTH STELLINGWERF '71, live in Lem
mon..
RUSSELL GRAHAM '72 is a research forester
in Moscow, Idaho, and is working towards his
Ph.D. at the University of Idaho.
DOUGLAS MILLER '72 has joined Dean Witter
Reynolds, Inc. in Missoula as a stock broker.
ARTHUR CHARLES SMID JR. '72 is founder
and president of Restaurant Operation Con
sulting II, Inc. with headquarters in Eugene, Ore.
He is franchisee for Rax Roast Beef Restaurant.
CARLA TEIGEN '72 received a master's of
Social Work degree from New York Univerity and
is director of the Legal Aid Society's Youth
Employment Project in New York City.
GORDON THOMAS ZIMMERMAN '72 is a
fire specialist/manager for the Bureau of Land
Management in Craig, Colo.
Dr. MICHAEL ALBERTINI '73 completed his
pediatric residency in Arizona and has joined in a
pediatrics practice in Richland, Wash.
LES BILES '73 w as promoted to lead auditor in
^h* Los Angeles field office of the Interstate
Commerce Commission.
JOHN LILLEHAUG '73 is an Idaho State
woodland forester and lives in Craigmont, Idaho.
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Capt. STAN POLK M.B.A. '73 received his
Ph.D. in business management from the Universi
ty of Nebraska. He is stationed at Brooks AFB, San
Antonio, Tex., where he is a research scientist at
the Human Resources Laboratory.
BRUCE SNEDDON '73 completed the infantry
officer's advance course at Fort Benning, Ga., as an
honor graduate and has been reassigned to Fort
Bragg, N.C.
GARY STAUDINGER '73 was promoted to
supervisor of income taxes in Montana Power's
controller department. He lives in Butte with his
wife and son.
DON FOWLER '74 works for the Philipsburg
ranger district for the Forest Service.
FAITH HUGILL '74 is a physical therapist for
the Visiting Nursing Assn, in Wilmington, Del.
JOSEPH LA FOREST '74 was promoted to
captain in the Marines and serves at Marine
Barracks, Subic Bay, Republic of the Philippines.
EUGENE NEWELL '74, M.S. '76 is the district
silviculturist for the Cabinet Ranger District in
Trout Creek.
Capt. MILTON PETRIN '74 is director of
Pharmacy Services at the USAF Clinic, Kadena
AFB, Okinawa, Japan.
HENRY YASENAK '74 is a fifth-grade teacher
at Lockwood School in Billings.
TERRY CROMWELL '75 received his law
degree from Franklin Pierce Law Center in
Concord, N.H.
CHRISTOPHER JONES '75 received a law
degree from Western State University College of
Law in San Diego in May.
PATRICIA KUBESH '75 is married to CARL
THERIAULT x'77. Carl is an independent contrac
tor for Champion International and Pat works at
home.
KATHLEEN PREUNINGER AKEY '76 is a Title
I tutor in Whitefish grade school.
TOM ALLEN '76, J.D. '79 is a partner in the law
firm of Allen and German in Libby.
PAUL NOCKLEBY '76 is a sales and editorial
representative for Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc., a publishing company. He lives in Madison,
Wis.
CORBY SKINNER '76 received an MFA degree
in art from Claremont Graduate School in
Claremont, Calif.
Dr. ROCK SVENNUNGSEN '76 has joined his
father. Dr. AMOS SVENNUNGSEN '49, as an
associate in their optometric practices in Shelby
and Chester.
FREDERICK WILLIS '77 is a registered account
executive with the New York Stock Exchange and
is affiliated with the firm of Paine, Webber,
Jackson & Curtis in Billings.
CHERYL FLOREEN '78 was graduated from St.
James Community Hospital's School of Medical
Technology in Butte.
JOYCE HANSON '78 is costume shop super
visor and an MFA candidate at Illinois State
University. _
CARL MILES HATCH M.B.A. '78, a
professional representative of Pfizer Laboratories
Division, Pfizer Inc., completed a medical informa
tion program at the company's New York Training
Center. He lives in Pocatello, Idaho.
ROSEMARY ORESKOVICH '78 is attending
Southern California College of Optometry at
Fullerton.
Capt. WILLIAM RODIE M.B.A. '78 received the
Air Force Commendation Medal. He is assigned to
Upper Heyford RAF Station in England.
TIMOTHY BARTH '79 is the installment loan
officer at the First National Bank of White Sulphur
Springs.
TOM HARVEY '79 is editor of the Sidney
Herald newspaper.
JAMES RECTOR J.D.- '79 has joined Paul
Hoffman in a general practice of law in Glasgow.

B irth s
Amy Patricia to Fidelia and MARK M.
BROWN '73.
Joel Thomas to Tova and JOE CLADOUHOS
M.S. '71.
Annie Adelia to Jon and JUDY PURDY FOUN
TAIN '67.
Dana Michelle to KENT '74 and FAITH HUGILL
'74.
Kimberly Lane to DANIEL '72 and CHUCK
BARLOW KALLESTAD x'72.
Robert Adam to ROBERT '71 and NANCY
ZIMMERMAN LOCHMILLER '71.
Matthew Anderson to RONNENE ANDER
SON '73 and MARK PEPPLER '73.
Stuart James to JAMES '70, '73 and BARBARA
BROWN PURDY '70.
Deborah Suzanne to Ronald and MARTY
BENTLEY SCHAAL '70.
Catherine Rose to Diana and BRUCE SNED
DON '73.
Ian Beall to Linda and NORM WILLIAMS '67.
Matthew Trevor to Becky and GORDON
THOMAS ZIMMERMAN '72.

M arriag es
SUSAN ARTS '71 and Thomas Zalewski
GALE BARTA x'81 and JEFF KREITZBERG '78
DEBI BEALL '74 and Mike Smith
Arlene Bentley and RICHARD BERRY '79
Louise Yule and MARK BOBIER '78
DIANA BOWERS '78 and GREGORY
TACKETT x'79
Dulcie Jones and KEVIN CAMPANA '75, J.D.
'78
FOREY BRADLEY '77 and DAN CEDERBERG
'75, J.D. '79
KAREN CLAUSEN '79 and David Parsons
Catherine Kaiser and JOHN CLAXTON '78
MARY JO WELLS '79 and PERRY COLE '79
Diane Warner and MARK JOSEPH CONRAD
'76
LYNN WESTLAKE '77 and RONALD COONS
'78
CHARLENE DOYLE '77 and DOUG CORDIER
'76
Dona Gustofason and EARL CRANSTON III
'73
SUSAN SWENSON '79 and CRAIG CRAW
FORD '79
Mary Maloney and GARY DALTON '76
THEODORA HRISTOU '79 and DON DAVIS
'78
Patricia
Steinbacher
and
MICHAEL
DONOVAN J.D. '79
Rebecca Clapp and KURT DWELLO '78
Carol Kratzer and RICHARD ECKE '77
Robyn Keirle and ORVILLE ERLENBUSH '76
CYNTHIA FEUCHT '77 JOSEPH HAUCK x'76
SUSAN HEALD '79 and JOHN FITZGERALD
'78
TONI MALTESE '72 and DENNIS FLAHERTY
'74
Janice Merdink and THOMAS FRIZZELL J.D.
'78
Kathy Lucier and WILLIAM GAUL '77
Susan Manis and PETER GOEDDEL M.A. '78
Marlene Piane and ROBERT GREIL '79
DARCY MORGER '78 and GLENN
GROVENSTEIN '78
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Sandra Dimmitt and DOUGLAS HARBY '78
DENISE DURFEE '75 and MARCUS HARTSE
'74
CATHY MC CARTHY '76 and JOHN HEDGE
'76
Doris Sramek and DENNIS HEFFNER '72
Peggy Fleming and MIKE HERTZ '77
SALLY HILLIARD '75 and Glen Hebert
KIM JACOBI '76 and Greg Collins
BARBARA REBICH '79 and GERALD JETTE
'78
Judy Gregg and DALLAS JOHANNSEN '76
VICKI JOHNSON '76 and Richard Hyatt
Mary Madden and DALE KEGLEY '78
MARILYN KELLY '78 and Dennis Clark
LINDA KEROUAC '71 and Ken Edwards
NANCY LANDERS '71 and Charles Sedminik
KAREN MUFFICK '77 and D AV ID
LAURIDSEN '77
Arlene Lindgren and GARY LEISTER '75
KATHERINE LOEFFLER 76 and James Rowan
Leslie Thompson and STEVEN LOUTT1T '77
Linda Winsky and JEFFREY MAHON '78
Kristen Fuglevand and DAVID MARTENS '74
ELAINE MAXWELL '77 and Leith Culver
LINDA MEISS '78 and Larry Palmer
KATHY MONTGOMERY '75 and Alan Meyers
JEAN MAC DONALD '79 and BRUCE
MIEWALD '78
BARBARA MILLER '78 and JULIO MORALES
J.D. '72
Cynthia DiCamelli and THOMAS MOZER '73
Deborah Runlett and TED MURPHY M.B.A. '78
NANCY KAISER '79 and BRUCE NELSON '73
Judy McIntyre and DAVID NIELSEN J.D. '74
Marcia Trussell and FRANCIS GORDON
O'CONNELL'78
Velma Jean Jones and WILLIAM O'DONNELL
'76
Joan Niehoff and RONAN O'DONNELL '79
KREIN OVERFELT '74 and William Neuman
KATHY OWEN '76 and Terry Souhrada
Stacy Thomas and RICK PHILLIPS '77
CATHERINE POEHLER '78 and David Ritter.
JEAN PROTHERO '78 and Daniel Sage
Willa Nagel and WILLIAM RAPP '69
LENORA SPENCER '78 and GENE RECK1N
'77, '79
LESLEY LANHAM '78 and Robert Reesman

Kathryn Martin and DAVID REMINGTON '76
Tami Bishop and LELAND RHODES '79
Ann Miller and DAVID RILEY '78
MARY ROLANDSON '76 and Richard Cech
Penny Lehman and DAVID ROSE I 1ER '79
JEANNE DUFFY '77 and DALE SCHILLINGER
'77
KATHRYN KRIECHBAUM '77 and PATRICK
SHEPHERD '73
KAREN SMITH '78 and Edward Robinson
KATHLEEN STEPHENS '78 and James Butts
SUSAN PRICE '77 and RICHARD STIFF '79
SANDRA STOTERAU '70 and Tom Bassett
Elizabeth Johnson and KEVIN STROEBEL '76
Jean Dorsha and LOWELL SWENSON '72
LAURI HEEBNER '78 and JOHN TOGNETTI
'78
Janet Kochis and DONALD WITULSKI JR.
M.B.A. '78

D eaths
VIOLET ROMINE ALEXANDER '49 died July
25. She was 80.
ROBERT ARTZ '53 died May 25 in the crash of
the DC-10 at O'Hare International Airport. He
was executive director of the area parks and
recreation in Springfield, III. He was 48.
SIDNEY BACHELDER M.E. '50 died in
February. He lived in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
WILLIAM CHARLES BELL '34, M.A. '36 died
July 3 in Austin, Tex. He was professor emeritus at
the University of Texas.
HARMOND D. "BILL" BENNETT x'43 died
July 13 at Fort Harrison hospital. He was a
Montana Patrolman for 7V4 years. He was 59.
BRUCE BOYLE '39 died Aug. 8 in Las Vegas at
the age of 61.
PAUL BRADY '23 died Feb. 25. He lived in Fort
Atkinson, Wis.
MARGERY RICHARDSON BURGY '29 died
June 15 in Seattle, Wash.
MARY LOUISE DAVIS COONROD x'43 died
July 24, 1978.
JOHN CRADDOCK x'26 died Feb. 3 in Fuller
ton, Calif. He had been retired for several years
after being engaged in manufacturing and sales
throughout his business career.

L. LOYD EVANS J.D. '46 died June £7 in Libby
at the age of 62. He was an attorney in Libby for
more than 25 years.
DAN GANNON x'26 died April 18. He lived in
Paonia, Colo.
JOHN GOERS M.S. '68 died in a scuba diving
accident April 6, 1978. He was Lewis and Clark
County Commissioner in Helena at the time of his
death.
HELEN GOODWIN '18 died Jan. 28.
HERBERT HAUGHLAND J.D. '27 died June 1 in
Palm Springs, Calif. He had practiced law in
Seattle for more than 50 years.
DONALD HOMES '72, director of the Alcohol
Treatment Center at Galen State Hospital, died
June 13 in Butte. He was 55.
THEODORE JACOBS J.D. '25, president of the
First National Bank in Missoula for 26 years, died
May 29. He was the longest-serving president in
the bank's 106-year history and was also chairman
of its board for almost 36 years.
DAVID KUENZI M.S. '61, Ph.D. '66 died Aug. 8
in Kalamazoo, Mich., at the age of 42. He had been
professor of geology at Western Michigan State
University for the past 16 years.
GUS LANGE J.D. '38 died April 6, 1978 in
Portland, Ore. He was director of welfare for
Multnomah County until his retirement in 1976.
HELEN DONAHUE MC CAFFERY x'36 died
June 29 in Butte. She was active in Butte
community affairs.
DENNIS RAY PARKER '69 died June 11 in
Missoula at the age of 34. He was employed by the
Forest Service as a smokejumper.
LEWIS RASH '29 died May 11 in Billings. He
was 73, retired and living near Columbus at the
time of his death.
RODNEY RIGGS '72 died June 22 in a car
accident near Missoula. He was 29 and selfemployed.
NICK ROTERING x'34 died Aug. 13 in Helena
at the age of 67. He had a private law practice in
Butte and served as deputy county attorney and
county attorney.
>^r.LELAND SCHOONOVER M.A.E. '55 died June
9 in Poison at the age of 69. He taught in Poison
schools from 1947 until his retirement in 1971 and
served as a senator in the state legislature for four
sessions.
JOHN THURMAN X'49 died June 23 at the age
of 56. He was a photographer for the Oklahoma
State University information department.
MORTON W OOD '48 died June 16 in Coeur
d'Alene, Idaho, at the age of 65.

